Below are two web videos of major dust storms: one on the Texas Tech (Lubbock) campus and another along a highway in Australia. Fully view both of the videos for comparison purposes. Maybe then you can understand what it was like to experience a “black blizzard” during the dust bowl days!

Texas Tech, Lubbock TX 2011 dust storm – 4:43 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2u50gcklmnA

Australian dust storm - 1:38 minutes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95tmYmeHf84

- Write your paragraphs about what you learned from these video sites or compare to a related, personal past experience.
- The writing must be clear, neat and concise IN BLACK OR BLUE INK OR PENCIL OR TYPED (otherwise no credit).
- I want a minimum of two paragraphs and a minimum of three complete sentences for each paragraph